
Code Sounds is proud to present Abstract Beats produced by Sound Designer 
Sonny Nieuwenhuizen, who returns after his stellar debut sample pack Cinematic 
Ambience. This time Sonny dives deeper into the abstract and experimental 
depths of sound design with his latest and truly unique Abstract Beats! This 
sample pack explores the darker elements of IDM, Cinematic, Glitch and is an 
essential tool for Film Projects, Game Designers and Music Producers in search of 
a distinct and massive collection of Abstract Beats & Textures!


This sample library includes 60 Full Abstract Beat Loops with 387 Total Drum Loop 
Stems, and in these stems are where the real inspiration shines, either by using the 
polished and expertly processed Kit Loops for instant song creation or you can go 
deeper and mix and match the hundreds of loops including Glitch, Perc, Textures, 
Deep Kicks, Chopped Snares, Crisp HiHats and much more!


Also included in Abstract Beats is a go-to collection of 266 cutting-edge Drum Hits 
and 64 Oneshots so you can quickly program your own patterns. When you hear a 
Beat or Drum Loop containing a sample you want to roll with, you can easily find 
many of the samples available as Oneshots and Drum Hits labelled with matching 
Kit info for your convenience.


Swedish/Dutch electronic music producer and sound designer Sonny 
Nieuwenhuizen is a multi-instrumentalist skilled in creating a unique ambience in 
space and time with emotional and detailed compositions. Sonny has been 
creating electronic music for over 15 years with sound design and soundtrack 
projects for artistic events in the Netherlands and Sweden, with releases on 
several labels under the monikers The Space, Son Ra, Sonny Casanovas and 
Echoplain.


Sonny is a trained audio engineer graduate from the School of Audio Engineering 
in Stockholm. The concept of creating his own sound naturally drove him into the 
world of crafting presets and samples where he could apply mathematical 
precision and an experimental vision. With a blend of vintage and modern gear 
with Ableton Live at the core of his home studio in Portugal, Sonny focuses on 
sound design and music for pictures. The artistic spread of genres flows between 
Ambient, Cyberpunk, Synthwave and IDM/Techno, and his work has been 
successfully featured in Documentaries, TV and Commercials.


Please Note: The Audio Demo contains a hand-picked selection of Atmospheres 
from the sample pack Cinematic Ambience, for demonstration purposes only.


PACK DETAILS:

• Pack size: 1.09 GB

• 717 Total Files

• Tempo 100 BPM

• 24 Bit WAV


60 Beat Loops




Includes 387 Stem Drum Loops…Kick, Snare, Hats, Abstract Perc, Glitch FX, 
Bass, Atmos


266 Total Drum Hits

61 Kick Drums

37 Snare Drums

26 Claps

59 HiHats

57 Abstract Percussion

12 Cymbals

08 Impacts

06 Shakers


64 Total Oneshots

18 Atmos & Textures

15 Glitch FX

08 FX Oneshots

07 Bass Oneshots

07 Synth Oneshots

09 Sub & Rumble
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